
l. Introduction
The Ga\As,-* alloy has many attractive characteristics

due to its large bandgap bowing. Kondow et al. obtained a
bowing parameter of lSeV at x < l.60 r) from the sample
grown by gas-source molecular beam epitaxy (GS-MBE)
using N radicals, and also Weyer et al. obtained a bowing
parameter of l4eV at x
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). By
incorporating In into a GaNAs layer, the alloy of GaInNAs
may have a potential for long-wavelength laser diodes and
GaInNAs/GaAs lasers are expected to have good
temperature characteristics due to large electron confinement
3). We can use the technology established in 0.98pm
GaInAs/GaAs vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs), such as GaAs/AlAs semiconductor distributed
Bragg reflectors (DBRs) and AlAs selective oxide
confmements, and so on. The GaInNAs/GaAs long-
wavelength VCSEL 4' s) is very attractive, if realized.

In this study, we have succeeded in growing Ga(In)NAs
epitaxial layers by chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) using a RF
radical cell for the fnst time. we report on epitaxial growth
and some characteristics of Ga(In)NAs.

2. Experiments
The CBE system used in this experiment is RIBER CBE-

32. The radical beam cell of MpD2lR made by Oxford
Applied Research was mounted on the CBE system. As
group III sources, triethylgallium (TEGa) and
trimethylindium (TMIn) in hydrogen carrier gas was used.
100% AsH, and nitrogen gas were used as group V sources.
AsH, was precracked at 900'C by a pBN cracking cell. The
N radical was produced by RF discharge in the N radical
cell. Epita<ial layers were grown on (100) oriented n-type
GaAs substrates. After a GaAs substrate was thermally
cleaned with an AsH, flux of I lsccm at 590oC for 5 minutes
to remove the oxide, the epitaxial layers were grown at a
fixed temperature of 500oC, which was calibrated by the
melting point of InSb (525.C) using a pyrometer. The
growth rate was 0.9-l.4prm/tr for both GaAs and GaNAs.
TEGa and TMIn flow rate were 0.7-L3sccm and -0.lsccm,
respectively. AsH, and N, flow rate were 5-l lsccm and 0.2-
2.0sccm, respectively. The layer thickness of a GaAs buffer
was 0.06-0.2pm. The epitaxial layer thickness of GaNAs was
0.5-0.7pm. The N radical was ignited to stabilize the radical
condition while a GaAs buffer layer was grown.

The N composition of these layers was determined by X-
ray diffraction measurements and secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements. In addition, an

D‐ 1‐3

absorption spectrum measurement was carried out to
estimate the band edge wavelength.

3. Results and Discussions
Figure I shows the depth profile of nitrogen atoms for the

GaNAs sample analyzed by SIMS. The vertical axis
represents a nitrogen concentration calibrated by a standard
sample with a N-ion-implanted GaAs substrate, while the
horizontal a<is represents the etched depth of the specimen.
The N composition of sample A, which was grown using a
large size aperture (0.5mmQx37) of the N radical cell with a
N2 flow of 2sccm and a RF power of 400W, reaches
approximately 20Yo (Fig. I (a). The N composition of
sample B, which was grown using a smaller size aperture
(0.3mmQx2l) with a N, flow of 0.5sccm and a RF power of
200W, is approximately 1.2% (Fig. I (b).
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Fig. I Results of sIMS measurement of GaNAs epitaxial layers. (a)
with the large size aperture, N2 flow: 2sccm and RF power: 400W,
N-20%. (b) with the small size aperture, N2 flow: O.Ssccm and RF
power:200W, N-l.2olo.

We observed the surface morphology of GaNAs under
growths with different aperture sizes of the N radical cell.
We can see that the surface morphology is very rough in the
case of large size aperture. on the other hand, for the small
size aperture, we obtained a mirror-like surface. This reason
is considered due not only to a difference in nitrogen content
but also to a plasma-induced damage depending on the flow
conductance of the aperture.

Furthermore, we investigated the surface morphology
when a shutter of the N radical cell was closed for the large
aperture size. In spite of closing the shutter, the surface
morphology was degraded by an influence of floating N
radicals in the growth chamber. Thus, the CBE technique
whose sources are supplied by gas may be suitable for the
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growth of III-(N,V) material, because the surface of the solid
source may be nitrized by floating N radicals.

The X-ray diffraction measurement was also used to
estimate the N composition. There is no clear peak observed

from the GaNAs epitaxial layer for the sample using the

large size aperture. It may be because the'crystal quality is
degraded due to phase separation, or plasma bombardment
effect. Figure 2 shows the result of X-ray diffraction of the

sample using the small aperture. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
X-ray peak shift with an increasing N, flow rate indicates an

increase of the N composition. The sharp X-ray diffraction
peak indicates the high crystal quality of epitaxial layers. For
the samples with a higher N flow rate, the X-ray FWHM was
broadened due to a deterioration of crystal quality induced
by its critical thickness. The sample in Fig. I (b) and Fig.2
(b) are the same, the result indicates that the N composition
measured by both SIMS and X.ray diffraction is in good
agreement. Therefore, the N composition can be defined by
X-ray diffraction measurement.
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Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction pattern of Gal.IAs epita:iial layers with
different N2 flow rates at a RF power 200W.

To estimate the band edge energy, an absorption
measurement was carried out. Figure 3 shows the

transmissivity of the GaNAs and GaAs epitaxial layers. The
samples were polished with a substrate thickness of about
l00pm. The clear absorption edge is observed from the
GaAs reference sample. The transmissivity reduction at a
smaller photon energy side was observed with increasing a

N, flow rate. It is found that the bandgap is decreased,

resulting from increasing a N composition. However, the
absorption band edge is slightly unclear for high N
composition samples. It is considered that the crystal quality
is deteriorated as shown in the X-ray diffraction
measurement. Moreover, the nitrogen composition is
fluctuated in the epita<ial layer. From the SIMS
measurement in Fig. l(a), a slight variation of the N
composition is shown along the depth direction. As the

bandgap bowing is very large, such small variation may
influence the band edge fluctuation. Furthermore, inplane
compositional clustering may have possibly occurred,
although we have not studied the detail yet.

The bandgap bowing parameter was also predicted from
Fig. 3. According to the result, it is shown that the bowing
parameter of GaNAs is l9-22eY. However, if only the
sample with the maximum N composition, N:2.7o/o, is
considered, we can get a bowing parameter of l2-l5ev. It
implies that a fined bowing parameter may not be used for a
wide range of N compositions of GaNAs.

We also successful grew the GaInNAs epitaxial layer, and
confirm the band edge shift due to both nitrogen and indium.
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Fig. 3 Transmissivity characteristics of the Gal.{As and GaAs
layers at room temperature. Each N composition shows a value
which was determined by X-ray diffraction measurement.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have succeeded in growing Ga(In)NAs

epitaxial layers with a good controllability by CBE using a
RF radical cell for the first time. The GaNAs epitaxial layer
with a N composition up to 2.7yo was successfully grown
with a good crystal quality, and the maximum N composition
of 20o/o was obtained. We also investigated the bandgap from
an absorption measurement. A bowing parameter of GaNAs
was estimated to be l9-22eY.
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